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AINtraet--This paper considers some mathematical problems of dynamic allocation as customers arrive to a 
linear storage. We show the connection between the placement problem and the wall-known classical 
occupancy problem. The paper discusses the approximation f the expected istance between consecutive 
requests on the basis of a continuous record reference distribution. 
The model when access probabilities of records are estimated by a sample of order statistics of 
uniformly distributed random variables is also discussed. On the basis of Bayesian approach a dynamic 
programming solution is also given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate the problem of positioning a set of records (Rj, R2 ..... R,) in a 
linear storage medium in such a way that the expected access time is minimized and the 
consecutive accesses ~, ~:2 .... are independent, identically distributed with unknown prob- 
ability distribution {p~}. When the probabilities p~ are all known prior to the placement of the 
first record the problem has been thoroughly studied (see, e.g. Hardy, Littlewood and POlya[l], 
Bergmans [2] or Yue and Wong[3]). Let d(i,/) denote the distance between the locations i and / 
and further let the expected distance E(D) between consecutive requests 
E[:T(~t)- :T(~t-l)] = E(D) = ~ p,,~i)p,,o)d(i, ]) (1.1) 
ij=l 
where ~-(.) means a permutation (or rearrangement) of the numbers (1,2 . . . . .  n) with ith 
element :T(i). 
If we assume for simplicity that p~ <-P2 <--... ~ Pn and the distance is the Euclidean then the 
so-called organ pipe arrangement :Top(.), when positions are numbered as shown in Fig. 1, is 
optimal, i.e. E(D) is minimal (see, e.g. [1]). 
Here we make two remarks, which will be useful for the latter. 
Remark 1 
In the case of uniform distribution p; = 1/n(i = 1 . . . . .  n) or in the case of random placement 
of records (independently of the distribution {Pi}) 
Remark 2 
In the linear growing case, when p~ = (2i/n(n + 1) for the optimal arrangement ~rop(.): 
EL(D) ~7~0 (if n -.,0o) (1.3) 
I I 131 ,I
I 2 n12 n 
Fig. I. Location numbers according to optimal placement ~ro#(.). 
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which means, that 
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EL(D) < Eu(D). 
The similar organ pipe arrangement is optimal in the following model, too. Let J0 be the number 
of place from which the movement begins and it has to be minimized the value (J0 is fixed) 
E(Dj~)=~ d(/o, j)p.,) (I.I') 
(i.e. the head cannot change his position, but the records can be rearranged without cost). It is 
easy to see that with the Euclidean distance the optimal arrangement is the organ pipe one, 
which begins in ]o (]0 < n12) 
n 
Rjo=min~(.) E(D~= p._, + P.-2 + 2p.-3 +""  + (Jo - I)Pn-(2/o-2) + J '~- I  (j -- JO)P.-i. 
We find that 
n 
R, = ~.~ ( j  - l)p,_i, 
N 
/I  
R/e--~J°-l- i-~o-I P,,-i. (1.4) 
For simpliciy let n be even, then ,~j > ~2 >. . .  > ~n+~/2) and 
/ .  n+l \  
/~jo-,-J~je< 1, ~1o<-'~-'). (1.5) 
The jo> (n + 112) case may be studied symmetrically. 
When the probability distribution {pj} is unknown, and further it is assumed that consecutive 
accesses are independent, the problem of optimal allocation can be handled in a more com- 
plicated way. Instead of probabilities only the relative frequencies of accesses are known. 
The problem of unknown probabilities was raised up in a recent paper of McKellar and 
Wong[4] whose investigation was motivated by the space allocation problem for the minidisk of 
users of VM/370. They propose a heuristic dynamic allocation as the costumers arrive and 
show that the average distance between consecutive r ference is asymptotically 7nl30 in the 
heuristic placement and in the optimal case, independently of the prior distribution. We show 
that this statement can be misunderstood (compare .g. the statement with Remarks 1 and 2) in 
that formulation which they give. 
We investisate on the basis of the law of large numbers the process of placement of records 
in different allocations, we show the connection between the placement problem and the well 
known classical occupancy problem (§3). 
In §4 we show that the approximation f distribution {p,} by a continuous density function 
p(x) can be used and some well known theorems of Riesz[5] are useful. 
Here we recall only that for uniform distribution p(x)= 1 (0<_x < 1) and for every 
rearrangement ~r(x) 
E[~r(~,)- ~r(~,_,)l =fo' fo' lX~- x2l dx, dx~= ~, (1.6) 
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and in the linear growing case, p(x) - -2x  (0 <-x <- 1), and for organ pipe rearrangement ~'op(.) 
fo'f0' E[lrop (~t) - ~r~(~,_j)] = p(l - 211/2 - xll) 
7 
x p(l - 21112 - x21)lx, - x2l dx, dx2 -- ~-~. (1.7) 
We make the following idealization, which is true in the case if the number of users m is great 
and in a relatively short time interval only n( < m) of them is coming into the system: The ith 
user estimates his activity, which is a uniformly distributed random variable ~i on [0, I] and the 
random variables ~ are independent. The ordered sample ~ < ,~ <. . .  < 7/* and the sample 
distribution F,(x)  is near to the uniform one. In this case we calculate a simple sample 
functional. 
In the last paragraph we give a formulation of the problem of optimality on the basis of 
Bayesian approach and dynamic programming, (Bellman equations). The result glasses that the 
organ pipe arrangement with respect o the distribution of relative frequencies i optimal, and 
the cost of rearrangement depends of course, on the prior, but unknown, distribution {pi}. 
2. NOTATIONS AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
In a linear store with n places there have been allocated n records R~ . . . . .  R. with the same 
length. The consecutive accesses of records form a sequence of random variables ~, ~2 . . . . .  
~, . . . .  where ~, = i if at time moment the ith record was accessed. We assume that it (t = 1, 
2 . . . .  ) is an independent, identically distributed sequence with 
P{~, = i} = Pi 
stationary distribution. When {p~} is known and the first and second accesses are random the 
expected istance between consecutive requests is given by (1.1), ff the first access is fixed (this 
means that a rearrangement of records may take place) (1.1') helds. 
Let f~(t) denote the frequency of accesses of the ith record until time t. The random 
variables f~(t) (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) with fixed t are polynomially distributed and 
further the covariance 
and correlation 
It(t) = t (2.1) 
i=l 
E[f~(t) f / ( t ) -  t2p~pj] = - tp~p], E~(t ) f j ( t ) ]  = t(t - l)p~pj 
E( f~(t ) -  pit)(fi(t) - p / )  , / [  P~Pi '~ 
rij = Df,(t)D~(t~ = - V~,(1 - p~)(1 - p~)/ 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
1£, . . . . .  
~(D)  = 7 s 2 a~, ]J. s=l ij=l 
(where 1)2 means the variance). 
Each record at first access (or arrival) is allocated in a vacant space of the linear store. 
When n different records have been accessed in the system thus filling the store, we have the 
frequencies fi0"), (i -- 1 . . . . .  n). Where ~- denotes the first moment, which is a random variable, 
when all the records were accessed. 
We are interested in the effect of different placement strategies on the mean distance/~(D) 
between consecutive request, where 
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Where ~r(.) means a fixed allocation of records in the linear store (a permutation of numbers 
(I, 2 . . . . .  n)). 
In the sequel we assume that the distance is the Euclidean one. If we are interested in the 
stationary case (i.e. t - ,  ~), then from the law of large numbers for functionals of independent 
random variables we get 
f~(t)ffi f~(t) ~p~ 
t fj(t) 
I 
and 
1 t t (D) - -~ (,~'-I ~" f~,,(s)f,,u~(s) rui, .~,_____~ ,, ,.2 -,", J)) ~ ~ P.,,'.,P,,'~)d(i. j). (2.5) 
This means, that asymptotically (when t--, =) the minimization of E(D) is the same as in case 
(1.1), i.e. in this case the organ pipe arrangement ~'~,(.) with respect o relative frequencies 
(fdt)lt) ~ p~ is optimal. 
In the case when we have at moment  = to prior information about the probabilities, based 
on accounting information from past usage of the system, in the form of frequencies, f~(to) or 
relative frequencies r~(to) it is possible to give a dynamic strategy of placement in the following 
way. 
Let ~'t(.) denote the arrangement of the n records after time moment . We assume, that ~'t 
depends only on {fs(t), i = I, 2 . . . .  n} and on ~ . . . . .  It. A decision function 8 [°'n is defined as 
the sequence of arrangement of records until T: 
8 t°'~ = [~ro, ~r~ . . . . .  ~'T]. (2.6) 
Let Xt denote the travelled istance at time t, i.e. 
l i f t - i (6 ) -  Irt-2(~t-,)l = X~ "- ' )  = L (J = 0, i . . . . .  n), (2.7) 
if the distance is equal to j. That Xt depends on ~'t-~ we denote by X~ ''-'). If the rearrangement 
has not cost we have to minimize the following value (instead of (2.4)) 
1 r X~.,_,~] 1 r 
~[0. T- I i  L l t= l  
where the optimuln is reached at 8 *[°'n = (lr~, lr~' . . . . .  lr~-_0. I f  rearrangement akes cost Yt we 
have to minimize 
rain EF 1 ~ (X~"'-"+ Y$"'-'~)]. 
8{0, T - l ]  L 1 t= l  
(2.9) 
On the basis of Bayesian approach we introduce the non-observable random variable w(.), 
which gives the relation between the access probabilities Pl ~P2 ~. . .  ~Pn and records. We 
assume that the distribution of w is uniform i.e. 
1 P{w(.) ffi i} = ~. (i -- !, 2 . . . . .  n 9. 
We prove, under some restrictions, that in the minimization problem (2.8) the organ pipe 
arrangement with respect the frequencies i  optimal. The method of proof is the same as is used 
in our earlier paper for page replacement (see Arat6[6], Benczftr[7], Arat6[8]). From this 
statement and some results of order statistics it follows that heuristic placement policy of 
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McKellar and Wong is nearly optimal. This heuristic strategy is the following: the record R~, 
which was accessed at time to is placed in position i if and only if (i - Din < r~,(to) <- iln. For a 
new record R~,, at time t there are n - k + 1 remaining positions, the kth is allocated to / if and 
only if f./- 1)l(n - k + 1) < r~+(t) <-]/(n - k + 1). Krimli[9] proved the following result: If at time 
moment o the frequencies fi(to) are given, w(.) has the uniform distribution in the Bayesian 
approach and only in to there may be a rearrangement of records (~r, o= %+1 = . . . .  ~',o+r-0 
then the expected travel distance (2.8) until to+ T is minimum in the case of organ pipe 
arrangement with respect of f~(to) (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n). 
On the basis of the above results the following dynamic placement policy can be con- 
structed. Until time moment ~- (or until EO') = n log n, see §3) one can use the heuristic 
placement strategy of McKellar and Wong and then to make an optimal rearrangement with 
respect of relative frequencies and to do it again in time moments k (n log n), or at random 
moments ~'1, ~'~ . . . . .  where ~'2 is after ~1 the first moment when all the records were 2 times 
accessed 0"k means: all the records were k times accessed). In this paper we do not investigate 
the optimal properties of this strategy. 
3. THE OCCUPANCY TIME 
Now let us investigate the random variable ~-, the first moment when all the records are 
accessed. The following result is well known (see, e.g. Kolchin[10], Chap. I, §2. Theorem I). 
LEMMA 1 
When p~ = l ln( i  = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) and n =+® the expectation 
E(¢) = E fs(r) = n 7 - n log n, 
! 
(3.1) 
and variance 
N 2 
(3.2) 
From (3.1) and (3.2) we get 
(3.3) 
The proof may be found in the cited book[10]. 
On one side, when n is fixed, on the basis of law of large numbers if t -+ ® we have (2.5) and 
(2.6). On the other side for the asymptotic ase when n =+ ® Lemma 1 is true. Using the law of 
large numbers with random number of elements (see R6nyi[11]) we get (n =+ ®) 
and 
N 
f "i)( ~ ) f ~(o( ~ ) d ( i, j) ~i~- I P,,o)p,~)d( i, j), i~ l  T2 = 
I " " / - (oO ' ) / - , ) ( r ) _ )  ~ .. . - . . . .  
Remark I 
Under the same conditions as in Lemma I, it can be proved (see[10], p. 20), that 
(3.4) 
(3.4') 
lim P{~'/n - log n < x} = e-'-'. 
N ~  
(3 .5 )  
It means that ~r/n - log n is asymptotically doubly exponentially distributed. 
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In the case when {p~} is not the uniform distribution we have to make some assumptions 
with respect to the behaviour of it if n --. ~ and t ~ ~. 
Let/t,(t) denote the number of records accessed exactly r-times until t. In case t, n ~o  the 
following assumptions are made: 
(a) When tin < ao, i.e. tin is small, it is assumed that 
t.p, --, 0 and E/t, --, A (for r > 2). 
(b) When ao <-a = tin ~a l  we assume 
n.p, ~ C (C is a fixed constant). 
(c) When tin is great, or in other words 0 < ao < t in -  log n < a; we assume for r = O, 1, 
, . . .  
tpl "*oo, E/t,"*A <~.  
In case (a) there is a small number of records which were accessed, and almost all only once. 
n 
When t ~ an we shall show that the number of accessed records is 2 e -'p~ and it is normally 
distributed. 
In case (c) almost all the records were accessed and so the evolution of accessed records is 
well defined. 
It is easy to calculate, e.g. that (see[lO], p. 112) 
n 
E/to(t) = ~(1 - p~)', 
i=1  
/:)z/to(t) = ~(1 -p,)" - ~ (I - pDt(1 -pj)* + ~ (I -p,- pj)t. 
i - I  i,j=l i~j 
(3.6) 
In further calculations we are interested mostly in time when t/n- log n is bounded/or t'=n. 
e -tl" is the new time/and in distribution of/to(t). 
It is easy to verify that 
e{~- < t} = P{/to(t, n) -- 0}, (3.7) 
i.e. the distribution of r may be studied by the distribution of/to, the number of records which 
were not accessed. 
It is known that (see[10], pa l l )  
i=!  
tk r 
E/t~ ] -- E/t,(/t, - 1)... i/t, - k + 1) --- ~ t~j p~"" "p~,il - Pt, . . . . .  PO '-~'. 
Under conditions a/, for r>_2 (see [10], p. 115) 
(3.8) 
and 
E/t~ -< iX + 0(1))-~ 0. (3.t0) 
t=,+l 1 - tp, 
t P fl 
E/t, ~ ~ ~ p{-* A, (3.9) 
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Further/~o- (n- t) has Poisson distribution if n,t ~, ® 
At _ 
P{l~-(n - t )=  k}--,~., e A. 
Under conditions b~ ~ is normally distributed with parameters (see [9], p. 122) 
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(3.11) 
THEOREM 1 
Proof. From (3.7) 
n 
,~ = lim,~ E/z, = lira,.... ~= (I -p f f .  (3.14) 
Now we are in position to calculate the distribution of r. We prove the following: 
lim P{r/n - log n < x} = e-A(*).J (3.15) 
and 
P{~ <- t} = P{l~dt) ffi 0), 
and setting t = [n(x + log x)] we get a = tin = log n + x,, where x, ~ x. If n, t ~ ® conditions cl 
are fulfilled and ~(t) has Poisson distribution with parameter 
n 
A(x) = lim ~ (1- pi) "(*÷~') 
n-~ I=1 
e{~t)  = O} = e -~(*). 
Remark 2 
The theorem remains valid for a wide class of distributions {Pt}. Parameter A is a function of 
x,A=A(x). For example in case pl=lln (i-1,2 . . . . .  n) we get ~ffie-*. 
Remark 3 
The expectation E(r) and variance D2(r) have again order n log n and resp. cn 2, but they 
depend on A. 
4. APPROXIMATION WITH CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS AND ORDER STATISTICS 
If n is large enough the following approximation may be used. Let ~')ffi{~/n and 
F,(x) = P{~')< x} --- P{6 < nx} 
then 0 -  < ~') -< 1 and F,(x) is a distribution function. Assuming that F,(x)- ,F(x),  if n *®, 
F(x) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and has Radon Nykodim 
where 
D2/L°- ~ e - '~ ' -  e -~ ' -n  npa e - 'p'  • (3.12) 
tml  
Under conditions (c)/~, (r = O, 1,2 . . . .  ) has Poisson distribution (see [10], p. 120), e.g. 
lim P{~ = k} ffi A'/k! e =A, (3.13) 
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derivative F'(x)fp(x) we can regard instead of ~,~"~ the random variables ~:t with density 
function p(x) (t = 1, 2 . . . .  ). 
For nonnolpaive and integrable functions Riesz[5] introduced the concept of rearrangement 
which seems a very useful tool in our investigations. Let ~r(~:) denote a rearrangement of the 
random variable ~:, with density p(x). We want to minimize the average distance between the 
consecutive accesses; 
fo' inf Elcr(~0- ~r(gz)l-- i~ [or(x,)- ¢r(xglp(xOp(x2) dx~ dx2 ¢t 
fO I = inf f l p(cr(xt))p(cr(x2))lxt - x21 dxl dx~, 
a. JO 
(4.1) 
(using that =(x) is a measurable and measure preserving function). Riesz introduced the 
function #(y), the inverse of 
/(y) = ix{x: p(x) >- y}, 
Ix is the l.,¢besgue measure (i.e. 6(y)=l-~(y) and it is decreasing). #(x) is called the 
reananpment of p(x) in decreasing order, and 
and further for every G(x) 
~(x: #(x) > y) = ~(x: p(x) -> y), 
o j O( #(x)) dx ffi fo ~ O(p(x)) dx 
if the integrals exist, so p(x) and ~?(x) are equimeasurable functions. 
If p(x) is a density function on the real line and l(y) < ® for every y > 0 let Wop(X) defined as 
an even function by agreeing that ¢ro~ (l/21(y)) = y or, what is the same thing 
• "o~(-x) = ~ro~(x), 1top(X) = 6(2x) for x > 0. 
a'op(x) is a symmetric, decreasing on each side of the origin (may be ~'o~(0) = c~). 1top(x) is the 
organ pipe rearrangement of p(x). 
When p(x) is defined on [0, a] the organ pipe rearrangement wi h respect to a/2 may be also 
constructed in the same way. 
Let ~r*(x) denote the symmetric rearrangement i  increasing order of p(x) (in [-a, a]) i.e. 
a'*(-x) = ~r(x), ¢r*(x) -- 6(a - x) (x > 0). 
In the special case, when p(x) is monoton increasing in [0, a] we get (with respect o a12) 
~(x) = p(a - x), 
~ro~(x) =~?(21a/2- xl) -- p(a - 21a/2- xl), 
~r*(x) --- ~(a - 21a/2- xl) = p(2la/2- xl). (4.2) 
Rona~ 1 
When p(x) is the uniform d/stribution on [-1/2, 112] and 6t, 6z are independent, then for any 
~'(x) 
_ ~"~ I '''~ 
E l6  - ~:zl = E I~(~0 - ~'(~:91 - . , - ,a .,-,12 Ix, - x2l dx,  dx2 = 113, (4.3) 
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and so for random variables ~1 ~'), ~2 (') with a discrete uniform distribution, when n is large 
(see Remark 1 in §1) 
Eln(~/">- ~2 ~")I = n/3 
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Remark 2 
If ~(x) means the "random" rearrangement, i.e. ~(~1) and ~(~2) are independent and 
uniformly distributed (independently of p(x)) 
E I~(¢0-  #(~=)l = 113, (4.Y) 
(in this case a new probability space is constructed). 
A theorem of Riesz (see [1] or [5]) holds the following statement. 
T.F.o~u 2(Riesz) 
Let ~'(x) denote a rearrangement on I-a, a] 
independent random variables ~1 and ~2. Then 
and p(x) a probability density function of 
and 
 f'f lo(P ) = infEl~r(6t)- ~r(~z)l = p(~r(xz))p(~'(x2)) Jx , -  x21 dx, dx2 f t  O 
=Et%p(~'0- ~'oo(~2) 1, (4.4) 
It(P) = sup E]~r(~et)- ~r(b¢,2) I = E]ff*(b~l)- 'B'*(~2)]. 
f 
(4.5) 
The proof may be found in Hardy[l]. (theorems 379, 380). If p(x) is monoton increasing, 
(0 ~ x > 1), it is easy to see by simple transformations 
and 
lo(p) = p(t)p(uXl - u) du dr, (4.6) 
 0'L' It(P) = p(t)p(u)t du dt. (4.7) 
Remark 3
In the linear growing case, i.e. when p(x) = 2x (O->x ~ 1), we get 
Z~,,) =~0' 
2 
l,(P) = ~, (4.8) 
which corresponds, in the discrete case to Remark 2 (see McKellar and Wong[4]). 
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Remark 4 
Let p(x) = (k + l)x t, then 
So we get 
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3k+4 
to(p) = 2(k + 2)(2k + 3)' 
k+ l  
Ii(p) = 2k + 3" (4.9) 
1 lo(p)~ 3 ,  I~(p)~-~. i f k~=.  
lim Io(p) = lira I~(p) = 113 = EI~(6)- ~'(~:2)1. 
k-*O k.-*O 
Let 171, 712 . . . . .  7, independent uniformly distributed random variables in [0, 1] and let 7T -  
7~ <. . .  < 7" their order statistics (where 7'f = rain (7, . . . . .  7,), 7" = max (Tt . . . . .  7,)). 
Let we take as initial probability distribution 
pi= :7~ = ~7?1 n 
7i lln 7~ 
1 1 
(4.10) 
then heuristically it seems possible to use the preceeding results with linear growing case. 
From the law of large numbers, if n--,=, we get fin Y~ 7i "-" 1/2 and, if i(n)ln--,x 7T(,)--,x. So 
More exactly 
2x p..) ~- - - .  (4.11) 
ii 
~/n(~T~.~-x) 
V[x(1 - x)] 
is normally distributed, if 0 < x < 1 and 
(see, e.g. [111). Or if F,(x) means the empirical distribution function, then F,(x).-,x, or from the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov theorem 
P{sup ~/n lF , (x ) -x l  > y}"* ~ ( -  1) t e -za'~ 
[ ~--oo 
which corresponds to the fact that if i(n)ln--, x 
7'..)-," x. 
Using the approximate distribution (4.11) and the organ pipe rearrangement we get 
1 , 1 d(i,j) 
D,(=) ~ nT"~°nT~>" n 2~r(i) 2=(/) d(i.j)~ 
~- fo' fo' ~r(xl)cr(x2)lxt - x21dx~ dx2 (4.12) 
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and when lr is the organ pipe arrangement from Remark 2 of §1 (and Remark 3 of §4): 
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D.(lrop) 7 
n 30" 
Now we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3 
Let F(x) denote the common probability distribution function (p(x) the density) of random 
variables 7~ . . . . .  7, and D,(~r) the functional in (4.12), then 
P{l/m D,(:oe) fo' fo 'x'x2[l-min(F(x')' F(X2))]p(xI)p(x2)dxIdX2~ 
. . . .  i t.t '\2 j = 1, 
2~J ° xp(x)dx) 
(4A3) 
where in case F(x) = x, (p(x) = 1), 
(4.14) 
Proof. Let F,(x) the empirical distribution of 7 $ . . . . .  7*; F,v>(x) the empirical distribution 
of 7T, 75, 75 . . . .  and F,¢2)(x) the empirical distribution of 75, 7 '  . . . .  (the last two distributions 
with 2In steps). We get 
d(i, ]) = 
n 
1 
IF,")(7'D - F~'~(7~)I if i, / are even, 
I 
IF, CZ~(7~) - F,<2~(7~) I if i, j are odd, 
1 ( i  - F~°'(7'f) + 1 - F,'2'(7~) + 1)  i f / i s  even, / is  odd. 
From (4.12) and the above representation 
, , d ( i , / )  
2 ; , = l 2[ ~, 7~o7~d( i ' ] )  ,, 
+ ~ ~°~*~)d(i'/)+2 ~ ~')?"~ n J 
id odd n i even 
/ odd 
(4.15) 
r ' sO  
D,(~r) (.~)2 , ~ 
= fo fo 
(2) (2) (2) (2) +xy[F, (x)-F, (y)ldF, (x)dF, (y) 
(I) (2) (I) (2) + 2xy(2 + I/n - F. (x) - F, (y))dF. (x)dF, (y)]. 
As F,(x), F,"~(x), F,C:)(x) uniformly tend to F(x) with probability 1 (see, e.g. Gihman and 
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Szkorohod[12], Chap. IX) 
fo'f0 I lira/),Or) = xy[l - min (F (x) ,  F(y))]p(x)p(y) dx dy 
, . .  n 2(fo, xp(x)) 2 
with probability 1, which proves the theorem. 
In [4] (4.14) is proved in mean (not with probability 1). The assumption that ~t, n2 . . . . .  ~7, 
are uniformly distributed and independent is a very strong one. It is the case when e.g. the 
number of users m is great and only n ~ m are coming into the system. Further, after all the 
users have their estimated probabilities p~ no more dynamic replacement is possible. 
There may be a great bias of the limit functional if the "estimated" probabilities ~ are 
uniformly distributed in [el, 1 - e2], (el, e2 > 0), and not in [0, 1]. 
5. DYNAMIC PLACEMENT STRATEGIES 
With the notations of §2 we have to minimize the expectation 
where Xf means the travelled distance at time t and ~rt the strategy (arrangement of records) 
after time moment , when the probabilities {p~} are not known. 
As we are using the Bayesian approach let w be a random variable, which gives the relation 
between access probabilities p, < P2 <. . .  ~ P, and records R,, R2 . . . . .  R,. Let the distribution 
of w be uniform P{w = k} = I/n!, i.e. the range of w is the set of all permutations of natural 
numbers (1,2, . . . .  n). Further the distribution of El, ~2 . . . . .  ~t . . . .  is 
P,,{~ = i} = p.(i). (5.2) 
Let the risk function be the conditional expectation, when ~,, ~2 . . . . .  6 were observed 
v(~:,,~:2 . . . . .  ~t, T - t) = nfin Ee, ~ ..... ( ~ X~'*-o), (5.3) 
f t ,  . . . .  mr - t  k,=t+l 
then 
v(~, . . . . .  ~t-i, T -  t + 1) = min Ee, ..... e,_,[X~',-,)+ v(~, . . . . .  ~,, T-  t)], 
' r r -  I 
where the last term v(~i . . . . .  it, T - t) does not depend on ~'t-~, so it is sufficient o minimize 
for every t the conditional expectation 
E t "v'(~'r - O~ f l  . . . . .  ~t-I ~ '~r  "" 
It has to be noticed that the sum (5.1) is understood in the following two cases: 
(a) The head cannot move after positioning the records and the rearrangement of records 
has not cost (see 1.1')). 
(b) There can he a rearrangement of records, but the head has a random position after every 
moment with the unknown probability distribution {p~}. 
Now we shall use the following lemma, which was proved for page replacement algorithms 
(see [7], [8]). 
LEMMA 2 
Assuming P{w= k}= I/n!, (k = I . . . . .  n!) the order of a posteriori probabilities of record 
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accesses after having observed the string El = x, . . . . .  ~t = xt is the same as the order of their 
frequencies in this string, i.e./~(t) >/j(t)  then 
P{¢,+, = ilx, . . . . .  x,} > P{6+,  = i lx ,  . . . . .  x,}. 
On the other hand, when w is not uniformly distributed 
n! 
E(XI"O) = ~ E(XI'o'I w = i)P(w = i) 
iffil 
and 
n! 
E~,. .... ~,_,,~X<',-')~, . = ~. E(XF, - '~Iw = i, ~ ,  . . . ,  ~,_~) 
x p{w = i l~, . . . . .  ~',-i}. 
Remark 
From this representation if follows that ~ro is optimal in the case when it corresponds to the 
organ pipe arrangement with respect o a priori resp. a posteriori probabilities of record accesses. 
The followingtheorem is a straightforward consequence of the above Lemma and Remark. 
THEOi~M 4 
The sequential decision procedure 8'={7ro . . . . .  ~r~--l} minimizes the expected loss (2.8) if 
we use the organ pipe arrangement in every step with respect to the frequencies of records, ~ro 
is arbitrary as w has uniform distribution. 
Remark 
Analog theorem with loss function (2.9) has to be proved as this corresponds to real 
situations. 
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